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REVIEW 
Xavier Garnier 2006. Le roman Swahili. La notion de “littérature mineure” à 
l’épreuve. [The Swahili novel. The notion of “minor literature” put to the test.] 
Paris: Éditions Karthala, 243 pp. ISBN: 2-84586-755-7.  
Xavier Garnier is a professor of comparative literature at the University of Paris 13. He pro-
duced several books on African literatures and on the theory of the novel; among others he 
co-authored with Alain Ricard L’effet roman (2006), a pioneering survey of the first novels in 
African languages.  
 In the present work, Garnier borrows Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of “minor literature”
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underlining political aspects of the Swahili novel in an innovative approach. The book con-
sists of 9 chapters besides Introduction, Conclusion, Index of the novelists, and a rich Bibliog-
raphy. In the first chapter (“Telling values or describing a world?”) he identifies two types of 
writing. On the one hand, there is the writing of Shaaban Robert and his followers, who aim at 
a transmission of the rules of life as a main concern. Each of their narratives is underpinned 
by an implicit rule of behaviour – a sort of key – which most often takes the form of a prov-
erb. On the other hand, there is the ethnographic novel which represents a disruption of narra-
tive habits, being concerned with social events instead of adventures. 
 The second chapter (“Shaaban Robert or the optimism of writing”) is dedicated to the in-
ventor of the Swahili novel who plays a crucial role in the transition to modernity, but at the 
same time is also a poet in direct contact with the classical tradition. Garnier identifies an im-
portant motif in Shaaban Robert’s writing – that of moving out. According to him, Shaaban 
Robert’s characters are defined less by their actions than by the place where they live; their 
main function is to put in contact different places of the story. In Shaaban Robert’s thought 
there are no bad deeds, there are only bad frames of mind (tabia), i.e. self-centeredness, while 
the right frame of mind is fully focused on the wellbeing of others. 
 The third chapter (“The crisis of the Bildungsroman”) discusses Bildungsroman and educa-
tional novel. Many novels depict bad parents, especially oppressive fathers who deny educa-
tion to their daughters, being obsessed with their marriage. This theme of unnatural parents is 
absent from the very first Swahili novels, in which the bad behaviour of parents is a sign that 
they are not the real parents; hence the key role of orphans. One of the major domains of edu-
cational writing is love – relationships between girls and boys. A striking feature of the treat-
ment of love in the Swahili novel is the fact that it is firmly rooted in the society, as Garnier 
argues. The tension between the intimate face and the social face of the marriage is a powerful 
narrative resource. 
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 In the fourth chapter (“Euphrase Kezilahabi: initiatory realism”) Garnier identifies an 
“initiatory dynamics” behind the apparent realism of Kezilahabi’s four early novels, while the 
other two (Nagona and Mzingile) are overtly initiatory. According to Garnier, the author has 
not turned away from socio-political issues that were at the heart of his first four novels; in 
fact, Nagona and Mzingile reveal the narrative substrate of the early novels. The obsession of 
the circle in Kezilahabi’s novels is the hallmark of the closeness of his universe to chaos. The 
characters enter in a circle as soon as they sort out of the social order. The circle is used in a 
defensive system against the intrusion of the social structure, it is an antisocial principle. It is 
necessary to leave the circle in order to restore the social order.  
 In the fifth chapter (“Political novel”), Garnier states that after independence the issue of 
building a new society becomes an obsessive theme with its two aspects: how to deal with the 
past and the traditional society, and how to establish a society based on political slogans. For 
critics, there seems to be equivalence between the literary language and the political one, both 
are supposed to have the same social impact. Writing a slogan-literature is obviously an ambi-
tion of many Tanzanian writers of the Ujamaa period. The second part of this chapter 
(“Literature that believes in its heroes”) discusses the novels by Ben Mtobwa.  
 In the sixth chapter (“Mohamed Suleiman: telling the double of reality”) the analysis is in-
spired by the French philosopher Clément Rosset and especially by his work Le Réel et son 
double (“The Real and Its Double”, 1976). Mohamed Suleiman’s characters often escape, dis-
appear. A latent principle in all his narratives is the opposition of mind and body in terms of 
their relationship to the couple society/territory. The land is a strong anchor that conveys its 
consistency to the bodies of those who farm it. The city instead empties the characters’ bodies 
and transforms them into beings of dreams and discourse. Suleiman’s narrative universe is a 
kind of double of reality inhabited by ghosts who constantly appear and disappear according 
to the variations of the plot.  
 The first part of the seventh chapter (“Criminals and corrupt ones”) deals with popular fic-
tion, while the second part is dedicated to “serious” literature. Ben Mtobwa’s novels are dis-
cussed here from another viewpoint. In the early thrillers there is a reassuring certainty that 
crime will be severely punished thanks to the efficiency of the police. On the other hand, from 
the 1990s, authors like Chachage, Ruhumbika or Mbogo become conscious of the collapse of 
the notion of collective interest, and more broadly of the need for a transmission of values. 
Unlike the criminal logic that develops outside the system, the phenomenon of corruption cre-
eps everywhere, proliferates and overthrows all the principles, threatening even the very prin-
ciple of humanity. According to Garnier, the initiatory journey is the most appropriate narra-
tive expedient for adapting a story to this new situation. 
 In the eighth chapter (“Investigations and enigmas”) Garnier compares Muhammed Said 
Abdulla’s and Faraji Katalambulla’s writing. Each of the investigations of Bwana Msa, the fa-
mous character of M. S. Abdulla, is situated in the island of Zanzibar; the Swahili culture is 
not present for itself, but it is the soil in which the indices are embedded. There is a double le-
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vel of investigation: the first level of inquiry, led by Inspector Seif, ends with the identificati-
on of the culprit; Bwana Msa intervenes to show that under the apparent crime a more serious 
crime is concealed. Faraji Katalambulla uses the method of filling his stories with corpses. An 
important place in his writing is occupied by a train with its continuous movement. However, 
one of the most remarkable features, as stated by Garnier, is the use of internal focus, so the 
reader can share all the thoughts of the investigator. 
 In the ninth chapter (“Said Ahmed Mohamed: representation of world as a political issue”), 
Garnier identifies the conflict as central to Mohamed’s narrative system. Final disasters are al-
ways the result of an exacerbation of conflicts narrated in the novel. There are two kinds of 
worlds: that of the rich – the world of images, and the other one, - the world of labour and mi-
sery. Unlike the homes of the poor, which are open, those of the rich are closed, their main 
function being precisely that of leaving the world outside. As Garnier argues, the dualism 
rich/poor in S. A. Mohamed’s works, corresponds to a radical duality of both worlds: on one 
hand, a world of images, superficial and static, on the other, a world of action, deep and dyn-
amic. Mohamed’s writing can be summarized as a consideration of the political status of the 
image, that is to say, the ability of the image to get in touch with the world. 
 To conclude, Garnier claims that the great importance conferred to literary texts in the 
Swahili world comes from the interconnection of the literary and political; a particular novel 
is read in its immediate relation to the social reality. The first consequence of the absence of 
an autonomous literary field is the strong pressure exerted by the popular novel on the entire 
fiction. The popular novel cannot be regarded as peripheral and insignificant; it has emerged, 
particularly from the 1990s, as a major phenomenon. The second consequence affects the 
status of the writers themselves: Swahili literature is not a literature of “masters”, there are no 
true literary schools, but rather literary currents recognized a posteriori, which is typical for 
“minor literature”, as indicated by Deleuze and Guattari. 
 Xavier Garnier proves to know well modern Swahili literature and its criticism. He discus-
ses great many novelists, sometimes presenting their works from different viewpoints, and 
supports his innovative analyses with several examples. The work is remarkably readable, ori-
ginal and essential for a new evaluation of Swahili fiction. Some misprints do not diminish 
the book’s value. 
Elena Bertoncini-Zúbková 
